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Flight cases   /   Indoor Furniture   /   Partition walls

1 x H1,50m

Mobile and 100% transparent
Partition Wall Divider

  

CARACTÉRISTIQUES TECHNIQUES

Référence produit MCO SRT 100150 FLOOR MOBILE PROTECTIVE PARTITION
100% TRANSPARENT, DIM. 1XH1,50M

This floor partition is ideal for delimiting a space.
The partition provides effective protection against projections of postilions
and limits contact between people by making the environment safer.

This partition can be used in several places such as:
- In openspace between workspaces,
- At school between class tables or in the canteen,
- In a hotel at the reception or in the breakfast room,
- In a restaurant between the tables,
- In factories between machines or workstation,
- In a hairdressing salon between the armchairs,
- ...

This partition is multi-purpose because it can also be used as an acoustic
partition, display or communication board.

Poids net (kg) 32.00

Keywords Plexiglass, Readable, Translucent,
Transparency, Transparent, Window

Brand RYTHMES & SONS (flight-cases)
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Transparent and rigid plexiglass panel 8mm thick:

 Resistant to UV rays (anti-yellowing), many chemical agents and weathering

 Recyclable and scratch-resistant acrylic glass, environmentally friendly

 Guarantees excellent light transmission

 Easy to clean and disinfect

Stable T-shaped steel support:

 Stable footprint of 100x60cm which guarantees very good stability to the
partition

 Black grained polyester paint finish highly resistant to scratches and UV rays

 Nested base to optimize storage (up to 10 partitions)

 Easy to clean and disinfect

Infinite juxtaposable partitions
Height of the partition adapted to the door passage

Quick and easy assembly by screwing (M8 screws supplied)
Developed and manufactured by Rythmes & Sons in France

In option:
Set of 4 castors ref.  MCO CLS-4R80+V
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